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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 78121 
PACE II 
PRI CING AND COST ESTIMATING HANDBOOK 
I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
In early 1973 the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) initiated an effort 
to develop and establish an automatic data processing system to be used primarily 
for the preparation of industrial engineering type manhour and material cost 
estimates. This computer system, termed PACE (Pricing and Cost Estimating), 
was established and has evolved over the past several years through the PACE I 
and PACE II systems into a highly versatile and highly flexible tool which sig-
nificantly reduces computation time, eliminates computational errors, and 
reduces typing and reproduction time for estimators and pricers. Because this 
system makes all mathematical and clerical functions automatic once basic 
inputs are derived, the time of estimators, estimate managers, secretarial 
personnel, and engineers involved in the estimating and cost analysis process 
can be devoted to publication of ground ru1es, and collection, analysis, and 
adjustment of inputs and rationale. This system also reduces the manhours 
required for manual computations and documentation. 
Basic features of the PACE II system are: (1) a uniform method of 
depicting and numbering a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), (2) a uniform 
labor rate structure, (3) a uniform format for input and output data, and (4) 
uniform methods in applying overhead, General and Administrative (G& A) costs, 
fee, and escalation. Principal improvements of the PACE II system over the 
PACE I system are: (1) a simplified input and run deck, (2) a revised output 
format, and (3) a detailed "edit" procedure designed to identify, reduce, and 
eliminate input errors. The PACE II system is also more efficient from the 
standpoint of computer time utilization. 
The PACE II programs are written in COBOL programming language for 
execution on a UNIVAC 1108 computer under the EXEC 8 operating system. The 
minimum hardware configuration required for running the PACE II system is one 
central processor, one card reader, one uniservo tape drive, one FASTRAND 
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This handbook has been prepared to facilitate use by those not familiar 
with the PACE II system or with detailed automatic data processing techniques; 
therefore, an attempt has been made to be explanatory and specific in all areas 
where actions are required to implement and activate the system. (The PACE I 
system is deicribed in detail in TM X-73325. ) 
II. USES OF THE PACE II COMPUTER SYSTEM 
The PACE II computer system is designed primarily for the preparation 
of "industrial-engineering-type" "manhour-and-material" cost estimates; how-
ever, a number of other applications are feasible. Some of the existing and 
possible uses of the PACE II system are described in the following paragraphs. 
A. Major Projects 
For major projects, entering Phases C and D, the PACE II system can 
be used to generate budgetary estimates down to the lowest WBS level. The 
PACE II system can also be used for a comparative analysis of preliminary 
concepts where several options are being considered. Speed of computation and 
~ase of comparison due to uniform format make the PACE II system attractive 
for this purpose. The current principal use of the PACE II system is the initial 
pricing and updating of government estimates in support of Source Evaluation 
Board (SEB) proceedings; but it can also be used in tradeoff studies, change 
estimates, and budgetary studies. (A "grounds-up" industrial-engineering-type, 
manhour-and-material cost estimate using the PACE II system can be used as a 
baseline for estimating changes, for evaluating contractor proposals, and for 
establishing preliminary budgets.) These applications are described in more 
detail in the following paragraphs. 
B. Experiments, Modules, and Subsystems 
Because of flexibility in the WBS numbering system, the PACE II system 
can be used for developing a "stand-alone" estimate for part of a major program. 
Hence, estimates of experiments, modules, and subsystems can be made 
independent of the major program. 
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C. Sou rce Evaluation 
The PACE II computer system will find its greatest use in the preparation 
of independent government estimates to be used in SEB evaluation proceedings. 
Some additional foreseeable applications to support SEB's are: (1) preparation 
of initial adjustments to the government estimate, (2) adjustments resulting 
from written and oral discussions, and (3) adjustments based on best and final 
offers. The "adjusted government estimate" is often used for substantiation of 
the government's position in the event of a protest; therefore, the accuracy and 
speed provided by the PACE II system are of the utmost importance. Adaptability 
of the PACE II system to the pricing or verification of contractor quotes, or 
preparation of "most probable costs," would depend upon the specific contractor 
pricing formula and estimating methodology. 
D. Other Possible Uses 
The basic structure and methodology of the PACE II sy~:tem make it 
adaptable to the performance of sensitivity analyses (i. e., sensitivity of labor 
rate and skill mix variations), "design-to-cost" exercises, and economic 
analyses involving the time value of money. 
III. METHODOLOGY OF ESTIMATING 1 
Use of the PACE II computer system is based on the development of 
manhours and materials, travel, and other direct costs for the lowest level 
(down to level eight) of each WBS being estimated. Therefore, application of 
the PACE II system is appropriate primarily where sufficient definition exists 
to define design and configuration parameters of hardware, man-loading, and 
time-phasing of engineering and support type functions; specific plans relative 
to location of the work documentation required; and type of skill required. 
In a design-to-cost situation, a grounds-up estimate must be made first 
to develop a baseline. The design-to-cost factor is then applied to spread the 
reduction or increase to the lowest WBS level. Use of this technique requires a 
detailed negotiation and rationalization of the adjusted manhours of the work to 
be performed (i. e., the schedule, lwrdware. requirements, specifications, or 






design must be adaptable to the manhour and material constraints developed in 
the design-to-cost estimate). The methodology of estimating described in 
TMX-64966 shows how the basic estimate worksheets are derived through a 
process of ground rule development, information interchange, and estimate 
synthesis. 
IV. PACE II COMPUTER SYSTEM 
A. Automation of Basic Estimates 
1. General. Figure 1 illustrates the general flow of the PACE II system. 
This includes the necessary inputs to the system, the computer program phases 
of data manipulation, and the various reports generated by the system in the 
course of a basic cost estimate computer run. Figure 2 illustrates a sample 
WBS hierarchy structure. 
a. Input Types and Definitions. The five types of user-supplied inputs 
to the PACE II system are as follows: 
1. Labor Rate Header - This input type includes the project 
name, the fiscal year span for the cost estimate, the design-to-cost perc'entage 
factor (if applicable), and contractor fee percentage (if applicable). Only one 
labor rate header card is allowed. 
2. Labor and Overhead Rate Card - This input type contains 
one labor category per card, the labor rate in dollars, and an overhead per-
centage factor per fiscal year. 
3. Dollar Escalation - Data defined by this input type are pro-
jected dollar escalation rates per fiscal year for the span of the cost estimate. 
These rates apply only to material, travel, and other direct dollar expenses. 
4. WBS Title - The cards for this input type supply descriptive 
titles to the corresponding WBS element number. The WBS element number and 
corresponding title are displayed in the total cost report. 
5. Base Data - Each card of this input type represents one 
element or block at the lowest extremities of the WBS for a particular fiscal 
year and contains the estimated amount of labor in manhours per labor category, 
and dollar expenses (material, travel, and other direct) for that fiscal year 
WBS element combination. 
4 
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b. Input Data Worksheets. Input worksheets are used by the cost 
estimator to code input data for the PACE II run. An example of these work-
sheets is shown in Appendix A. 
c. System Data Manipulations. As the inputs flow through the logic 
of the system, they are channelled through numerous arithmetic calculations 
and data manipulation routines. These routines are categorized into the following 
three basic phases: 
1. Input Editing Phase - The editing phase ensures that the 
inputs conform to the specified requirements of the different types. All cards 
with input errors are printed on the error report along with an error code and 
an error message. 
2. Calculation Phase - PACE II system's logic contains 
numerous calculations which are made in the course of preparing a cost 
estimate of a given WBS element for each fiscal year. The following is a list 
of the calculations made in computing a given estimate: 
• Multiply the labor hours of each labor category by their respective 
labor rates to obtain labor dollars. 
• Multiply the labor dollars of each labor category by their respective 
overhead rates giving overhead dollars. 
• Multiply the unescalated material (shown as material and subcon) , 
travel, and other direct dollars by 1 plus their respective escalation 
rates, if any. 
• Multiply the material dollars by the material burden percentage giving 
material overhead. 
• Add, the total labor dollars, labor overhead, material, material 
overhead, and the travel and other direct dollars giving the subtotal 
estimated cost. 
• Multiply the subtotal estimated cost by the G& A expense percentage 
for the appropriate fiscal year, giving the G& A expense. 
• Add the subtotal estimated cost and the G& A expense giving the total 
estimated cost. 
7 
• Multiply the total estimated cost by the contractor fee percentage, if 
any, which is constant for all fiscal years, giving the fee amount. 
• Add the total estimated cost and the fee amount givinp; the grand total 
for the fiscal year. 
3. Report Generation Phase - The data structure produced by 
the calculation and editing phases comprise the inputs to the cost estimate 
report generation phase. The cost estimate report is formatted and printed on 
continuous forms showing the cost breakdown per fiscal year of the estimated 
project from the highest to the lowest levels of the WBS. 
The escalation report is produced and formatted on a separate page from 
the cost estimate report. 
d. Outputs Developed. Three reports are generated in a cost 
estimate run. These reports are: (1) error report (Fig. 3), (2) cost estimate 
report (Appendix B), and (3) dollar escalation report (Fig. 4). All reports are 
printed on standard 11 x 14-1/2 in. continuous computer forms. 
2. Input Preparation. Data cards will be placed in the run deck as 
shown in Figure 5. All types of input data are identified by the first two columns 
of the card. The first two columns of every card must contain a numerical two 
digit identifier. This identifier will be called type-code. The type-codes for 
PACE IT input data are: 
• Labor Rate Heater - Type 10 card 
• Labor Rate - Type 20 card 
• Dollar Escalation - Type 30 card 
• WBS Ti tie - Type 40 card 
• Base Data - Type 50 card 
Descriptions of the cards are as follows: 
8 
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Figure 3. Error report. 
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Figure 4. Dollar escalation report. 
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Figure 5. Placement of data cards in run deck. 
Labor Rate Header Card - TyPe 10 
Item Content 
Type Code Must Be 10 
Project Name Free Form 
Fiscal Year No. 1 Four Digits, Numeric 
(1977, etc.) 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 2 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 3 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Yea.rNo. 4 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 5 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 6 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 7 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Fiscal Year No. 8 Four Digits, Numeric 
N/A Blank 
Design-to-Cost Three Digits, Numeric 
Percentage Factor 
N/A Blank 
Contractor Fee Two Digits, Numeric 
Percentage 
N/A Blanks 
Note: Only one labor rate header card is allowed for a production run. 
10 
Labor Rate Card - Type 20 
Card 
C~lumns Item Content 
1-2 Type Code Must Be 20 
3-5 Activity Code ' ENG' (Engineering) 
'GA' (General and Administrative 
Expense Percentage) 
, MAT' (Material Burden 
Percentage) 
'OTH' (Other) 




6-9 Labor Rate No. 1 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
10-13 Overhead Percent No. 1 Numeric Percentage One Decimal 
f 
Position (999.9) 
14 W/A Blank 
i 15-18 Labor Rate No. 2 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal Positions (99.99) 
19-22 Overhead :Percent No. 2 Numeric Percentage One Decimal 
Position (999.9) 
23 N/A Blank 
24-27 Labor Rate No. 3 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
28-31 Overhead Percent No. 3 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
32 N/A Blank 
33-36 Labor Rate No. 4 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
37-40 Overhead Percent No. 4 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
41 N/A Blank 
42-45 Labor Rate No. 5 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
46-49 Overhead Percent No. 5 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
50 N/A Blank 
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Item Content 
-
Overhead Percent No. 6 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
N/A Blank 
Labor Rate No. 7 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
Overhead Percent No. 7 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
N/A Blank 
Labor Rate No. 8 Numeric Rate with Two Decimal 
Positions (99.99) 
Overhead Percent No. 8 Numeric Percentage with One 
Decimal Position (999.9) 
N/A Blanks 
Dollar Escalation Card - Type 30 
Item 
Type Code 
Category of Escalation 
N/A 
Escalation Percent No. 1 
N/A 
Escalation Percent No. 2 
N/A 
Escalation Percent No.3 
N/A 
Escalation Percent No. 4 
N/A 
Escalation Percent No. 5 
Content 
Must Be 30 
I MAT' (Material and Subcontractor) 
'TRAV' (Travel) 
'ODR' (Other Direct) 
Blanks 
Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
Blanks 
Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
Blanks 
Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
Blanl(s 
Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
Blanks 



































Escalation Percent No. 6 Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
N/A Blanks 
Escalation Percent No. 7 Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
N/A Blanks 
Escalation Percent No. 8 Three Numeric Digits, No 
Decimals (999) 
N/A Blanks 
WBS Title Card - TYpe 40 
Item Content 
Type Code Must Be 40 
WBS Element No. Left Justified, Numeric, with 
Decimals 
WBS Title Free Form 
N/A Blanks 
Base Data Card - TyPe 50 
Item 
Type Code 










Other Direct Dollars 
N/A 
Content 
Must Be 50 
Left Justified, Numeric, with 
Decimals 
Two Digits, Numeric (77, 78 etc.) 
Numeric Whole Numbers 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 
Same as Above 




3. Editing of User Input Data. To improve the reliability and validity of 
the user's input data before it becomes an integral part of permanent files, reports, 
etc., it is a policy of good automatic data processing practices to provide as many 
tests for accuracy as is possible early in the processing flow. This process is 
commonly referred to as editing. 
The editing procedures executed within the PACE II system are accom-
plished by the first phase of the execution flow. This phase includes the input 
editing functions as well as the sorting and sequencing of all valid input trans-
actions for subsequent processing. 
Whenever a data error is detected in an input card, an image of the 
transaction card is printed on an error listing accompanied by an error code and 
an error message. Asterisks will be printed under each card column which is in 
error to assist the user in correcting errors. The explanation of error codes 
and required corrections are shown in Appendix C. 
4. Processing of Sensitive Data. Because the PACE n system was 
designed for use in support of NASA SEB's and other groups of government 
personnel who handle proprietary data developed by private contractors, a pro-
cedure is in effect at MSFC for eliminating the exposure of cost estimate data 
to nongovernment personnel so as to protect the confidentiality of the contracting 
relationship. 
This sensitive run procedure places the control of data preparation (key-
punching) and run deck setup directly in the hands of the system user. The 
entire execution process from job submittal through collection of printed output 
is performed under the direct observation of a government monitor. At the 
completion of each production run, the computer memory and all mass-storage 
hardware are cleared of data utilized or generated by PACE II. A copy of the 
sensitive run procedure is illustrated in Appendix C. 
B. Cost Estimate Variations 
In addition to calculating the basic cost estimates previously described, 
the PACE II system contains options for modifying the results that are produced 
by a basic estimate. The options are design-to-cost; labor, burden, and G& A 
factors; direct dollar escalation; and contractor fee. 
1. Design-to-Cost. The design-to-cost option is available for use in 
situations where a previously calculated cost estimate varies significantly from 
a design target cost and where it is desired to determine the impact of a change 
at all levels of the estimate so that the project technical and programmatic 
aspects can be altered to meet the cost target. If the need for a uniform 
14 
redistribution of resources occurs, this can be achieved by including a design-
to-cost factor as input in the PACE n run deck. This factor, expressed as either 
a percent increase or decrease, will then be applied to the manpower and fixed 
dollar values in the base data for all WBS elements present. The resulting 
printouts will indicate the modified costs from the highest to the lowest level of 
the WBS, and the design-to-cost factor utilized will be shown on the total cost 
estimate report. 
In using this feature, care must be taken to assure that man-hour and 
material quantities resulting from the overall increase or decrease are recon-
ciled with the schedule, hardware quantities, skill mix, specifications, and/or 
work elements of a revised (reduced or expanded) program or project. A 
cut or increase unaccompanied by a corresponding change in the work to be 
performed can be dangerously misleading to estimators, work package managers, 
or management. Use of the design-to-cost feature must, therefore, be accom-
panied by a renegotiation of resources versus specification, design, and/or 
hardware requirements down to the lowest level. If this renegotiation of 
resources estimates fails to yield a commitment to perform or a commitment 
to manage within these resources, the design-to-cost estimate must be voided 
in preference for either the original grounds-up estimate or an alternate .. 
estimate that can be restructured down to the lowest level by deleting or adding 
certain elements to assure total project accomplishment within the target 
resource level. This stipulation, although it is a part of a project definition/ 
engineering/cost estimating activity rather than the ADP data manipulation 
activity, must be remembered and followed to prevent the generation of 
unrealistic estimates. 
a. Input Preparation. The design-to-cost factor should be entered 
in columns 73-75 on the Labor Rate Header card. Figure 6 illustrates the 
design-to-cost factor on the Labor Rate Header card. An increase percentage 
may be specified by entering any number greater than 100 up to a maximum value 
of 999. With the assumed decimal, an entry of 105 would result in a 5 percent 
increase, 110 a 10 percent increase, etc. Likewise, an entry of 099 would 
represent a 1 percent decrease, 095 a 5 percent decrease, etc., with a lower 
input limit of 001. 
b. Calculations. Upon execution, the PACE n system will modify 
the values of the manpower figures and fixed dollar costs specified in the WBS 
base data by multiplying them by the design-to-cost factor. The remaining 
processing then continues identically to that of a basic estimate with the exception 
that the modified.1abor and dollar values will appear on the manpower summary 
and total cost estimate reports in place of the basic values. The data on the 
transaction list report, however, will be unaffected by this change. Revised 
manhour and material figures are then ready for return to and examination by 
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Figure 6. Design-to-cost and contractor fee card. 
schedule changes, or recombination or redivision of work elements resulting 
from the change in resources. It is reemphasized that this reconciliation 
process is mandatory to retain the credibility of the estimate. 
2. Labor, Burden, and G&A Factors. Labor rates, overhead, and G&A 
rates are subject to fluctuation. The PACE II system affords fast turn-around 
when revised rates and the resulting impact are required. The revised rates 
are input in the same manner as previously described in this handbook. 
3. Direct Dollar Escalation. Material and subcontractor costs, travel 
costs, and other direct dollar.values which have previously been utilized in a 
basic cost estimate on the PACE II system can be modified for subsequent runs 
without disturbing the WBS base data cards used in the basic run. This feature 
has been provided to satisfy situations where it is desired to know the impact 
of increases to these costs over the time span of the estimate due to economic 
influences such as inflation. By means of escalation factors which are specified 
in the run deck, one or more PACE II production runs can be made to show the 
effects of these variations while leaving the basic data intact. 
a. Input Preparation. The categories of escalation are as follows: 
• MAT = MATERIAL ESCALATION 
• TRV = TRAVEL COSTS ESCALATION 
• ODR = OTHER DIRECT ESCALATION 
16 
Three numeric characters must be furnished for each fiscal year value to be 
escalated with a decimal point assumed between the second and tlljrd character. 
Thus an entry of 025 would represent an increase of 2. 5 percent. Any non-
numeric input other than blanks will be interpreted as an error. Escalation 
percentages are entered on the Dollar Escalation Card (Type 30). An escalation 
percentage may be entered for each or any of the fiscal years in the cost 
estimate. 
Any or all of the three categories of cost can be escalated in the same 
PAC E II run. The direct dollar escalation cards are illustrated in Figure 7. 
b. Calculations. In preparing the total cost estimate report for 
escalation, the WBS base data for direct dollars are increased in the first fiscal 
year by the amounts specified by the first percentage factor entered in their 
respective escalation cards. The remaining fiscal years are increased by 
adding their escalation factor s to the sum of all previous factor s and multiplying 
the direct dollar value for that year by the accumulated factor. These increased 
values will be shown for each WBS element and on all versions of the total cost 
estimate report. 
4. Contractor Fee. Fees paid to government contractors can be included 
in a cost estimate by means of an optional input to the PACE II system which 
specifies a percentage factor which is to be used in figuring the fee. The fee 
amount is calculated at the highest level of the WBS and is printed out on the 
total cost estimate report together with a grand total for the entire estimate 
which includes the total estimated cost plus the fee. 
a. Input Preparation. The contractor fee percentage is entered in 
columns 77-78 on the Labor Rate Header card. Fees may range from 01 to 99 
representing whole number percentage. 
b. Calculations. After the final summation of total estimated cost 
is made, the contractor fee percentage is applied to the summary figures for 
each fiscal year and added to the total cost giving a grand total. The fee amounts 
and grand totals are then printed out as additional data on the total cost estimate 
page for the highest level WBS element. This is the only place where this 
information is shown. No other reports or report variations are affected by the 
contractor fee option. 
c. Sample Report. A sample page of the total cost estimate report 
for the highest level WBS element in the basic estimate example using a con-
tractor fee input of eight percent is shown in Appendix B •. Figure 6 illustrates 
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V. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS AND POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS 
As presently configured, the PACE II system is a highly versatile and 
flexible tool that can be used for a wide variety of functions. However, one can 
envision a number of other applications for the system ranging from minor to 
significant, if modifications were made to the system. A general description of 
these potential uses are described in this section. Ii is emphasized that detailed 
planning or estimating of programming effort to accomplish these modifications 
or changes have not been completed. At the present time, the following are only 
ideas for potential improvements. 
A. De-escalation, Computation of Present Worth, Futu re Worth, 
or Annual Equivalent Costs of Alternate Proposals 
Certain limited economic studies can be accomplished with the PACE II 
system as now configured by applying various escalation rates to fixed dollar 
costs. Adaptation of this feature to accommodate de-escalation of labor", 
materials cost, and other costs could facilitate the computation of present 
worth, future worth, or annual equivalent costs for use in economic analyses 
and comparison of alternate proposals. Thus, the "time value of money" could 
be taken into account in comparing two program funding alternatives. This 
feature would be particularly useful when the two alternatives vary considerably 
in distribution of funding requirements over the program time span. Comparisons 
on a present worth or annual equivalent basis are prevalent in industrial decisions 
where interest rates, discount factors, or rate-of-return comparisons are 
essential to choose the most economically attractive alternative. 
B. Computation of Makel Buy and Skill Mix Ratios and Percentages 
All of the basic data needed to compute labor/materials and/or make/buy 
ratios at each level of the WBS are available in a PACE II estimate. These 
ratios are particularly me8l]ingful when it is necessary to determine what pro-
portion of the work in each area and in the total proposal or estimate is to be 
accomplished in-house and what portion is to be SUbcontracted. Sufficient data 
are also available in a PACE n estimate to compute skill-mix ratios at each 
level of the WBS. These ratios would indicate what proportion of the total labor 
hours is in the engineering category, what portion is manufacturing, etc. 
C. Respreadi ng of Costs 
Real government estimating situations often encounter problems where 
(1) funding is limited for the first year or two years to a specified amount, 
19 
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(2) the maximum annual funding is specified, or (3) the shape of the funding 
curve is specified in some other manner. Many industrial concerns have a 
standard set of funding spread curves which can be applied to any estimate and 
which will adjust the total and detailed costs to match the time-oriented expendi-
ture of manhours or funds. The basic information required to accomplish this 
type of fund curve adjustment is available in a PACE II generated cost estimate. 
D. Reduction of Time I ncrements Estimated 
Perhaps the most extensive modification to the system envisioned would 
be the reduction of the time span estimated for each element from the 1 year 
increment to a quarterly, monthly, or even weekly increment. Alteration of 
this time increment would involve sizable changes inthe current estimating 
process as well as the computer system, but may be worthwhile at a later date 
due to various factors. First, requests for proposal are now requiring that the 
proposers subdivide costs into quarter-year increments. Verification of cost 
computations at this level of breakout by the PACE II system would require 
reduction of the time increment estimated from yearly to quarterly. Secondly, 
a quarterly or monthly breakout would facilitate collection of fiscal year costs 
when different fiscal year bases are used (i. e., July 1 to June 30 versus October 
1 to September 30 versus January 1 to December 31). Third, greater visibility 
of manpower and fund buildup over shorter increments in early years may be 
desirable because funding constraints during buildup are normally given close 
scrutiny to avoid too rapid an acquisition of a recurring funding requirements. 
E. Cost I mpact of ?chedu Ie Adjustments 
Various PACE II system modifications can be envisioned which would 
modify the fiscal year spread of manhours and resulting labor or material costs 
to account for differences in the scheduling of development, production, or 
operations support activities of a program. With the present cost breakout by 
fiscal year, costs for each WBS increment could be accelerated or decelerated 
in yearly increments. Further PACE II system modifications to permit smaller 
time increments (semiannual, quarterly, or monthly) would permit finer 
adjustments in schedule-related costs. Differences in escalation costs brought 
about by these cost/schedule adjustments would be taken into account in the use 
of the appropriate escalated labor rate for each increment of time. 
These and other modifications of the PACE II system will be studied in 
the coming months to determine the economic and practical benefits of imple-
menting them. Provided sufficient demand develops for the PACE II system and 






An early addition to the PACE IT system which is envisioned is a graphics 
output capability which would allow the plotting of manhours and/or dollars versus 
fiscal year for the total estimate or for selected WBS elements. This capability 
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3.,.'177 .• '189 
f' - 13 
",z~ 
13a."18 
131 ... a8 
78.79" 























., •• 6 11 • 
'730093 
1.'159 .... : 
17,e" 
1'17.'1>4 
2111 ... " 
2'1.5 9 11 











'1.S 9 ;,.8S3 
'I.!r.90.IISl 
n - •• 

















1 .. 7.'05 
1.377.65, 
10377,65' 
OESIGN-TO-COST-'ACTOR • C.DO 











































DATE 19 NO\j 77 
W.S 1 .... 1.1 


























SUBTOTAL ~ST. COST 
G " A ExpEt.sE 
TOTAL EST. COST 
GRA"'D TOTAL 
PROJECT- P'X PROJECT 
TITLE- COST 'ONTROL "ANAGE"ENT 
Fy - 81 FY - 82 FY - 83 FY - 8 .. 
l,317 ..... 1':' ",'II ",'IIC 
!>r,,6Ib 79.38~ 7 .... 38 79.38;, 
fo9.616 79.leC 79.38 79.3e C 
3.312 ~.'II': ..... 1:: ",atl: 
!>Y.6Ib 79.38;: 79,3b,; 79,3 RC 
;;9,I>lb 79,38C' 79.380 79.3 e C. 
6'11 1,37" 1.'17 .. 1,573 
19,1:l~ 2b'''5~ 28.298 3£0.28'1 
138,97" 186,58" 188.528 190.617 
lCo,677 22.39~ 22.623 22.87'1 
155.651 l.a.97" 211,151 213.'191 
155,651 2~8.97" 211,151 213.'1" 













DESIGN-TO-COST-FACTOR • C.OC 
FY - 116 FY - 87 
o ~~ 
,.0% ~~ 
,.0 %~ ~~ 
FY ,- 88 














































"'1_ ~"" ..... :~_~~ .. ¥':=-z~=.-. 
--~.-.-- +- ••• - -, ._ •• 
~ . !>£~·,.~:.I'jl~'1 .IIIIMlld IJIIiMlSlIiJU E IIU!illI£dUIi £ L M .... UUI!il!II<I''!!"-","'' .. Jl.M'!£i''',t_PUihIl!iiIUJ. halua, •.. llbbIlUMll&dltMdI taLI UllllddL 118;- Ud -liilA • 
I 
~ 1:1:)·1 
DATE I. NOV 77 PROJECT- PCX PRoJECT DESIGN-TO-COST-'ACTOR • Q.OO 'A&£ S 
-as 1·.·.1.2 TITLE- LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT r 








Q61U HOURS " 
toAsOR S 1 
ovERHEAO S t ~ 
TEST .. OURS :! 
LABOR S f 
CVlN ... EAO S J 
:t 
OTHER HOURS 588 2, .. 58 2.5 .. 8 'I,C18 ... 508 13.720 L LAdoli S 1.:,58'1 37.;."" "5,66'1 72.32" B1.' .... 2'16."0 




TOTAL HOURS 1.568 .. ,viI!! ",St.!! ".Vle ... 508 11.620 
LABOR S 25.1!!6 66.2'18 75.:;68 72.32" 81.1 .... 319.'70 
OVERHEAO S Z5.1811 66.2 .. 8 75.J68 72.32'1 81.1 .... 319.'70 
"ATERIAL & 5UBCON. 
"ATERIAL OVERHEAO 
TRAVEL 321 687 735 787 "21 2.951 
OTHER 
SUBTOTAL EST. C05T sa.6'3 133.183 15e. 8 71 1'15 ... 35 162.7", 6"2.'91 
Ii 6 A EltpE1l5E 1>.:\83 15.982 la.le5 17 ... 52 1'.525 77 .1 .. 7 l 
TOTAL EST. 'COST 56.776 ''''.165 168. '7. 162.887 112.23" 720.03' 
GRA"D TOTAL 56.776 ''1'.165 168.976 162.11!17 112.23" 720.03' 
• 
I 













IIIUUiIIJ,IWmIliIlL,JlAlIIlial'btL •• 11_ Ii. lfJlZ'JiLIL2II!i"~''''!''''~~~'''''''''''''~''''''''''''':,,",,¥_I!I!'',~!I!~!il !Ij!."'R,*_'!!dII#"""""""*,,,",I",, ,,.....,."-, 
DATE I' NOli 71 
•• S 1 .... 1.3 


























SUBTOTAL £.ST. COST 
Ii " A EXpENSE 
TOTAL EST. COST 
CiIlAND TOTAL 












PROJECT- PCX PROJECT 
TITLE- PROCURE"ENT "ANAGE"ENT 






















\99.2 a 'I 
•••• 2 ... 









a •• a'l3 
a79.lll 
a".lll 
DES1GN-TO-COST-FACTOR • C.OO I'ACiE 6 
FY - 85 FY - 86 FY - 87 FY - B8 TOTAL 
..... Ig &9. laO 
7 •• 38 .. 3""'80 
7 •• 38" 3"3.'80 
'I.'Iao &9.110 
7 •• 38:1 3'13.'80 
7 •• 380 3"3.'80 
8'12 S.23. 
IS •• 602 693,,,. 




~ ... 1. • 
'? t'-""-
r 







































...... . 3:~:"J.Y/Y 
IIUI. liDlbI1lLllE. I lil.h.glut :;IIJlliilti_lballHlll!"'JH!IfI~~!"""VI.'"*'1Ii LU 11 I t.11lJIIiIIf !m' .- . __ h ___ 
-~. -
-
- _. -~--.. ---.-.--- .. --- -_. ---.--- _ ... -- --------- --~-
DATI I. NOW 77 '~OJECT- 'Cl '~OJ'CT DISI5N-TD-COST-'ACTO~ • 0.00' 'All 7 
•••• 1 .... ··1 ... TITLE. CON'livaATION "ANA""I"T 
. _. _. -----.----
IL'"'NTS 0' COST ,.,. - .. " .. ,. ,.,. -., ,,, -." ,..,. -.. .,." - '6 ,.,. ~-N"-"--- IU'RL" 
'".51' "OURS ,.'20 '.'Z,- . %i'''O . -. - .. -- au,'·u 
LAIIOR I 5 .... 0. 5 .... 0. "'.'06 "0,U2 
OVERHEAO I 5· ... 0. 511."0' ";1,'06 -1-.o.-.n- --






I'~A HOUIIS "'0 "'0 .- --~ ... 
LA80~ I S,ZS. 5,ZS. 10,1,6 




OTHER ttOURS I."'~ 1.'6ll I."C 1,'60 1,"'0 1,120 
LA&OR S 2',"60 ,S.ZIIO 3S.ZI" 35.280 26."61l ISI,760 
OVERHEAD S U •• ".0 35.2110 35.211:; 35.2'G 26 .... 0 ISI.760 
TOUL HOURS I,tt,:;) '.9'0 6.370 6.370 ..... 10 ~O.s.e-
LA80~ S 2t. ... 61) 35.280 9(1.9 .. , 
' •• ' .. 6 70.Z.6 32"'" 
OVERHEAD I 2 .... 60 35.2'0 1:)1.575 ICI.575 70.266 UI.116 
"ATERIAL • IUBeON. 
"ATE~I.L ovERHEAO ___ .. _. _. _0_' ... _ 
TRAVEL '63 1.31 .. 1."70 1.573 1.2'3 ,.'''' 
OTHER 9.65' ' ... 5'2 Z •• '36 2'.SO' •• 195 n •••• 
SUBTOTAL EST. COST '3.S'IZ 1It..S26 22'.'27 23,>.600 ... 9,"0 ,...,1 ••. 
, • A EXPENSE 7.625 '0.383 27."'5 27.671 17.'" 'loll" 
TOTAL EST. COST' 71.167 ".90' ZS6.0.2 25'.272 1.7.'" "0.'" 
,,,AND TOTAL 1ht61 
""e' 256,.'2 25'.212 •• 7.'" 
____ e _____ 
111.39 .. '--
































. ";..-.. ~~' . 
~'... ~Jr'". 
.. IIUU.llnl lJ& Sik.MIiiM.J a. ....... i4 41111$111 ;PUg; Q14i1XI,:;a;,_ ~jLJ!&aDIII2i1utglll4.1lII1U' It'll! II dl. . . ,'., 7 ...... , . '.~ "I" 11M .J81!1._H'",.....""'~~~~4l'lif! !It'' 1. '.M . . ... =. ~ " .~ ~
DATE 19 NOV 77 
•• 5 1 .... 1.5 




























SUBTOTAL EST. COST 
G " A [lPENSE 
TOTAL EST. COST 
tiRANO TOTAL 












PROJECT- PCl PROJECT 
TITLE- INFO~"ATION "ANAGEMENT 








1 .. 1 .... 8 l"I.SIl 
16.'79 ... 982 
15'."'7 15 .... 9. 
15 •• ".7 IS .... '. 
OESIGN-TO-COST-'ACTON • 0.00 






52. 9 20 
"21 








22 •• 320 
U.7,,0 





















































r ..... '-'" 
.. ':_ I1IIIIIUII&a*.JcIIMnIUiUIIM,.If KIIIII 1, b .... lUll "'" !litH 1II""~,~c"'i"""'\''lf''_'''''I'I''"",,,"'",·~'~---~'''l'1'l<-''·-F·''.''''''''''-'--"----'' 
(0) 
~ 
lATE I' MtV 77 
-.1' """.1.6 
ILIMENTS OF COST 

























5U.TOTAL EST. COST 
G • A EX~EN5E 
TOTAL EST. COST 
GItAHD TOTAL 
















~IIOJECT- PCI PItOJECT DESlliN-TO-COST·,,,CTOIt ••••• 
- TlTL[- tUALlT' AHIItEL H"NUEHENT 
" - II " 
13 " -... - n-II " -.. 'F' .' .7 " .-.. -. 
37.'2' 65.2 •• .. •• SIG •••• 0 
.. !;s •••• 700.326 521:.512 Irs.IS .. 
.;. •••• 1 1.050 .... ' 7".7" 157.731 
",. "',0 "'0 
5.1"0 S.I"u 5. '''0 
7.711 7.710 1.7'0 
3'.311 'S.7lO' "'.001 '.'00 
Ifll.(-J .. 'CS.'I" SZS.'SZ '!lS.IS'l 
.... 551 1.058.'" 7 ..... 7. 157.1.31 
9.160 ... ·00 zo.n • II.Z2'1 
"SI '10 , .e'" 5'1 
2.e" 2,""" 2.:"0 a ..... 
l.w:".26 .. 1.717 .115 1t33'.SIS 21 •• 35 .. 
12".712 21'1.".2 160 •• 22 33.161 
1.163.'7. 2.00l.·'17 I. "".137 30'.S16 














30 .... 0 
2 •••• 0. 
1.20 ... 60' 




• ..... 7 ... 








1:' .:~:, A '~II"lIlJll1a11tl IS. I ".1 r.I_!II\b_"iot!"""'I~l"~~!- _.,lI\UI'!II'U421J11P Jdi 4"101I!. lau UU_MMl§ __ Ii J U;:;uaCki; ¥ .l4UU£4£! S :eZf 
w 
-;:a 
DATE 19 NOV 77 
_as a .... 1.7 


























~ueTOTAL EST. C05T 
G , A EXPENSE 
TOTAL EST. COST 
GItAlrtO TOTAL 












PROJECT- PCl PROJECT 
TITLE- SA'ET'~"ANAGE"ENT~ 
FY-U FY - 8l FY - 8 .. 
27.'lQ 20.'72 
!h2.7"0 377 ... .,6 
5-:-2.7'10 377.'1" 
27.930 2C.972 




12:; .781 90.687 
,,127,292 8'16,"''1 
.,,27,2'2 &'1',"1'1 
DESIGN-TO-COST-'ACTOR • c~ao 


















































~I ' .. _ M_. ___ 
DaTt "~NOV 77 PROJECT- PCX PROJECT DESIGN-TO-COST-FACTOR • 0.00 PAGE II ~ 
• IS 1 .... 1 •• TITLE- PROJECT DIRECTION 





LABOR I I OVERHEAD I TOOLING HOURS 








OTHER HCUIlS ..... , 5.88C 5.88 5.88e ..... '0 2',".0 
LAtlOR I 79.38 ' 1;5 .s .. e It5.8 .. 1;:!5.8 .. C 79,38" .. 7.,2'0 
OVERHE"D I 79.38 I.~ 5 .... ~ 1::,5.8'1 ItS,.'IC 7.,38;: "76,210 
TOT.I. HOURS 
":." I :l 5.eeo s.ee:: 5.8110 ... 'tlc; 26,"60 
L"eO~ s 79.3Ar. :1: 5 ,e .. !.! I05 •• 'I~ ';5,."1) 79,311{) .. 76.2'0 
OVERHEAD I 79,38!! );5.8'10 le5.8 .. .:: 205.8'10 79,380 .76,2.0 
I H"TER.AL , SUBCON. 
--' 
H"TE~I"L OVE~HEAD i 
!t 
TRA~EL 321 687' 735 393 2.1l6 
OTHER 
SUBTOT"L EST. COST 1!o9.;)8, 212.367 212.1115 212,;;73 '58,76,) ..... 6.6 
G • A EXPENSE 19,;i90 25 ... 8'1 25,"9:1 25,"'19 19,~51 I ........ ~ ~ 
TOTAl. EST. COST 178.171 237.85, 237.905 231,522 '17,811 1.06 •• 260 













OAT[ I' NOV 77 PROJECT- PCl ~ROJECT DESUiN-TO-COST-f'aCTOIt • aet!1 . ~A5E IZ J WI5 1 ••• 1.' TITLE- CHECICOUl 
EL£"ENTS 0.- COST FY - .1 ;oY - 82 FY - .3 .-y - ... f'Y - .5 f'y - •• FY - 87 'Y - •• TOTaL r ENlilh HOURS 2. 9"0 3 .... 0 •• l.o 
LABOR S .. 3.1106 51.256 95.061 t OVERHEAD S .. 3.110' 51.25. 91.061 
"'Ii. HOVRS LABOR S ~ 




8~1U HOURS 3.352 '.78C 13.;;3'1 '11.'119 ,2.'25 '0 .... 0 
LAbOR S 35.967 1 .... 939 13,.855 .... 7.323 2 •• 1" 756.UO 1-OVERHEAD S Sl.951 15' •• :19 2':1'.783 67C; •• 85 .2.2 •• 1.1;i"::377 
TEST HOURS 17 ... :::: 17 •• 00 
LABOR So 187..526 112.52. 
OVERHEAD I 273.7119 273.' .. 
OTHER - HOURS L LAbOR S OVERHEAO I 
TOTAL I<01l1i5 30352 '.7B!! 15.'7 .. 62.52' Z.625 ''1.260 ! 
LABOR I l5.'67 1:-.. ,93' 1113.661 6111,1t!5 28.166 ,.033.'31 j 1 OVERHEAD I Sl.'SI 157,.0' 253.511. ,1/6.C3C .2.Z.' 1.503,221 ;\ 
"ATERIAL • 5UB(01il. 6.875 ,,175 .! ~ 
"ATERIAL OVERHEAD 3'1" 3.'1 L--
TRAVEL 321 3 .... 735 1.180 '.2 3,.22 
OTHER 1.9'7 1.9,7 
SU'TOyAL EST. (OST '7.'158 262.6'2 "37.'85 •• 680.282 7lt257 2".9, .. ,'1 
, • A £"PEN5E 11.695 31,523 52,558 201,63. 11.551 305 .... 
TOTAL EST. COST 109 .153 2''1,215 '1'0.5 .. 3 1,111,91, 7,.'0' 2.'II,UI '1. c 
,ItAND TOTAL IC'.lll 2''1.215 '1'41.5.3 1.8111 .... 7 •• 801 r .- -.-~,'II,'31-' \. 
;l 












DATE I' hall 77 
•• 5 10".2 


























sUITOTAL EST. cosr 
Ii • A EXPENSE 
rOTAL EST. COST 
GII"NO TOTAL 























7.30 .... 11 
PROJECT- PCX PROJECT 
TITLE. 5ysTE" ENGINEERING 
Fy - 82 
2t'7,218 




















J 0 ,I e7, 915 
IC.I:7,915 
fY-1l 





















9,868.'I 1i 0 
9.868,'1110 






















FY • .5 















DEslGN-TO-COST-r"CTOR • 0.00 
























3 ••• tO.'I31 






























~ t 1: . 
'i.i~ 
DATE ., HOV 71 PROJECT- PCl PROJECT OE51GH-Tg-C05T-FACTgR • 0.00 PUE ... -i" . } 
.. S •• 1.·2·.·.· TITLE- INTEGRATION 11TH 5HUTTLE r-
ELE"IENTS OF COST ,y - .1 fy - '2 ,y - .3 FY - 8'1 Fy - .5 Fy - 8. FT-87 ,y - •• TOTAL , , 
j 
'''GR. HOUR! 15,2''1 33.117 28,138 ",''Ie 10.528 11 •• :a07 ; 
LABOR S 37 •• 732 5;.2.)83 ·ta 9. 256 322.'136 156.867 10777.67 .. 
OVERHEAD S 37 •• 732 5C2.383 'li9.256 322,"36 156,'67 1.717.67 .. J 
MFG. "OURS ~ LA80R S 




i e"ItA "OUIiS l LABOR S ~ 
I OVERHEAD S TEST HO!JRS 9,637 II .1 C'I 9,25'1 1,850 31.· .. 5 ~ LABOR S 1,jI.O"'2 116.'181 97.::7'1 19,"tl7 u".os .. 
;·1 OwEt/HEAD " 1!>1.638 .,'1.721 1'15.6 .. 29,111 501.011 J 
OTHER HOuRS 698 1.1"3 1.161 6CO 18g 3.712 
L"aOR " 12 .56'1 2:1.57'1 20. 89. IO.·CD 3.2'1., 6 •• 07. 
.... OVERHE"D S 1'2.56'1 2-0.57'1 2ii. 898 1,,,.811G 3.2"0 6 •• 076 
TOTAL HOURS 1!>.61 9 '15.96'1 38 .553 Z'I,1)'O 10,708 151,'3" 
LAiOOR " 'I"C,388 1>39.'138 Sl7.228 352,6'13 16l.107 2,17'.'0'1 
ovERHEAD " 5'10.'3'1 697.679 585.765 362.3'17 160.107 I.3 ..... 3Z 
"ATERIAL " 5U8CON. ZI2.3'12 93.776 "2,"'16 3"',56" 1 "ATEHIAL ovERHEAO 1';I.617 '1.68' 2.122 17.'121 
TItAVEL 3.338 '1.'166 3.822 2,71'1 1.1'3 15,'0:a I 
'1 
OTHER 68.266 I'~O.55" '03.'7. 68,880 '1.,8'" 3U.i72 ~ , 
SU8TOTAL EST. COST 1.325.885 1.5'10.602- I.I7S,3" 7'6,581 363.371 ~ ... ao:a· 
...tj 
G .. A EIIPEtlSt: 15'.IC6 11'1.872 153,t'l3 "103'0 '13.605 6n.o,6 
TOtaL EST. COST ,.'184."1 1.725,'174 "", •• 101 880,'71 106,976 i •• a6.'" 








' .. ... -_. 
----- -- --- ~-.- - . -------, 
DAll at NOV 77 PROJECT- PCI PROJECT DESIGN-TO-COST-'ACTOR • 0000 put II 
WI5 I .... ' .. ' TIT~E- ANA~TSIS AN~ INTEGRATION' 
ELt"ENTS Of COST 'Y - II fY - .2 r' - 13 rT - ... " . ., 'T • •• 'rT - 87 " -... - TO~- -. 
ENGRo HOURS 123.HZ 113.511 111.121 131.8S0 68.S'1 ...... _-_. -,'1,2'" 
LABOR 5 1,83'1.36, 2.5!!6.201 2,5'1,.',2 l.y6'1.565 I.OU,,61 ,.,56 •• ,5 
OVERHEAD S 1083'1.36Y 2.58'.208 2.5,,'.792 1."".565 I,CU"'I ,.'S6."S 
"'G. HOuliS 
LABOR S 




e"RA H.0.UR5 25,"10 '!s,e8o 50.":1 22,5'10 I .... oe .... 
LA80R S 273."0!) '183.7.:.8 5 .... 801 2"1.85 .. 1.5'15.163 
OVERHEAD S "IJ.I:!~ 72S.S,2 820,202 .\62.781 2,U'.6'1S 
TEST .,OURS 5,6117 7.31Z •• :193 1.218 10.310 
L"8011 S 5',657 76.7,,3 63. 9 16 12,777 2U,OS3 
OVERHEAtJ S 8'.'186 115.!j55 95.87'1 19.166 "'.SII 
OTHER HOURS S.378 7.'161 7.'179 5.2 80 1.58'1 21.111 
LABOR S .96.80'1 13'1.298 13'1.622 95.1:'1\1 28.512 '1 ... 276 
OVERlfEA.v s 96.8;,'1 13'1.299 13'1.622 Y5.0'l:l 28.512 ..... 276 
TOTAL HOURS 159.65'- 233.'12'1 235.'5' 160.888 70.172 8S •• 'OO 
LABOR S 2.2 .... 230 3.28;;).917 3,Z95.131 2.31'1.236 1.050 ... 73 12 .20 ... '17 
OVERhEAD s 2.'I3C.7SY 3.561.123 3.600."9() 2 ..... 1.552 1.050 ... 73 13.0 .... 3'7 
"ATERlaL , SuBCON. 1::7.856 '17.632 21.56(' 177 .0'1' 
"ATERIAL OVERHEAD 5.3.3 2.382 1.~711 '~153 
TRAVEL I.B .. 6 '1 •• 81 S.329 2.261 '''2 1S.2n 
OTHER 3es'.S83 587.287 612.1 ... 3.S.1111 233.15' 2.21 •• 03' 
SUBTOTAL EST. ~?ST 5.199,.,7 7.'18'1.322 7.535.782 5.153.167 2.33S.''''I 27.70 .... a 
Ii " It EXPENSE '23.9'0 898.119 '['''.2.'1 618.380 280,211 3.3a5.010 
TOTAL EST. COST !>.il2J.627 8.382.'1'11 8."'10.';,7' 5.711.5'11 2.'.5.921 31.0330'12 
GRANU TOTAL 5,823."27 11.382."", 8.""0.O~' 5.111.5'11 2.615,'21 ,,----,··~.·U-
~"":""- '4 • ;.J:.;;:ff; 

































DATE PRoJECT- pCX PHOJECT OESIGN-TU-COST-FACTOR • 0.00 I' NOV 77 rAGE: U 
•• s 1 .• '1.3 TITLE- rcx VEHICLE 
it ELEMENTS OF COST fy - 81 fY - 12 fT-U FY - 1'1 fY - 15 FY - 86 FY - 87 fT-" TOTAL 
f 
:c 
ENGM. HOUIiS "'.511 63,"85 63 ..... ' 3~ .... 1 12.'165 21'.'2'1 
" 
LABOR !i 7311 .• 6'8 9'15.'27 9'15.389 '156.65'1 1115.72. 3.272.397 
""i OVERttEAD s 7311.6,a 9'15.927 , .. 5.3a9 '156.65'1 185.12' 3.212.'.7 
II'G· HOOll5 123 3,2'11 22,683 20,712 .... 1st 
LABOR S 1.103 29.2~2 2::'1.37'1 186.616 '121.300 
OVERHEAD , 1.662 '13.80'1 le6.563 21'1.92 .. .'1.'53 
TOOLIIoG HOUIIS 73 '13.6'13 26,62' 70,''15 
LABOR S 623 372.276 227,J'I5 .00.0'1'1 
OVERHEAI) ~ 9,5 55B.'I16 3'1~, 719 '00.070 
~(,RA HOuRS 9'12 6.237 7,7111 8.62' 2l.SZ' 
LAilUH S 1~.1~7 66,9Z'I 8,,81" 92.5a9 ZS2."3'1 
OVERHEA!] 5 1!>.162 I " ,387 12'1.222 138.985 37 •• 6S6 
TEST HOI)RS 98::: 5,3'1" 3.!)'.: 3.528 1l ..... 2 
L""GIl S 1:>.211~ "'6.:.5'1 37.659 37.(;(,9 1"1.007 
ovElltiEAD S 15.'I2!! 8'1.:90: 56.'18' 55.51'1 211 .SIl 
.... '" OTHEIl hl1URS 392 392 392 1.176 
L1.80f( S 7,(;56 7,.56 7.;;'56 21.1 •• 
OVERHEAOJ 5 7, .. 510 7,:56 7,;56 21 .... , 
.. 
TOTAL HOURS ~1.!,87 122,~'I2 12".'161 63.517 12 ... 65 37'1.'72 
LABOR S 767,1172 1.'177 ... '1'1 1.5C".'I37 772.868 1115.729 ... 70 •• 350 
tlVE. ... HEAD S 771l.933 1.7:;9.680 1.79::'.'138 93'::.977 1115.72, 5.'115.757 
HATERIAL (, Su&CC~. 1'11.6\";3 5~1.582 2.,6.356 53.112 ''I2.71l 
1 
MAlElllAL OVERHEAD 7,~8'l ,5 • .,79 12.317 2.659 .. 7.1l5 
TRAvEL 1,7'19 3.572 3,822 2.1'13 a'l2 12.12. 
~t 
OTlft-R 119.90. 129.1110 1:;7.2::1 8 ... 7 .... 68.397 510.020 
... :: :; SUBTOTAL EST. C051 1.1111.1'15 3.877.167 3.6!>".!>71 1.·"6.523 .... ~.697 11 •• 3'.10' I 
~ G " A El"f."'~E 21 11 .t.,8 '165.260 "38.5"9 221.583 52. 8 85 1.3'.,335 TDTA~ EST. C(lST 2'l)3!>.2Q3 'It 3'12. '127 '1.0 9 3.12:: 2 • .l6 •• lc' '193.5'2 ll.031.'I3' ~~ 




~~ I DiU Ii I IRdll Illut I .UIIJM.UltldUlIliIlUmJ li'II.1IIJ11.4!.IMM!II!l!!lm!"~l"!I' U"llIfl'!!lmll(!ILl6i.ttMt __ IliIMIIUlaJl ••• I.llIlJIFlM 1 •• ULldiLLiI!iJIISt.lUllilx lebJ .. h_..;.~~T • 
:t~ . _--- --~.- .~- - .. -- . --~--. -.------
DATE •• NOV 77 PROJECT- pca PRO~ECT OESI&N-TO-COST-FACTOR • 0.00 
wn a.'I.I.a- TITLE- STRUCTURAL SYSTEM 
ELEMENTS OF COST Fy _ .1 FT - IZ fT - 83 n - ''1 n-IS n- .. FY - '7' ,." - .. 
[N&R. HOURS "'.577 63.'185 63."'" 30.6". . 12 ... 6' 
L"·80R 5 7;' •• 698 9 .. 5.927 9 .. 5.3 •• ·"56.65'1 115.72' 
OVERHEAD 5 7;,'.698 ''15.927 9'15.38' '156.65'1 185.729 
MFG. HOURS 123 3.2"1 22.683 20.71Z 
LABOR 5 l.a08 29.2e2 20'1.37'1 I ...... 
OVERHEAD 5 1.6.2 '13.80'1 ;,,, •• 5.] 279.,2'1 
TOOLING HOURS 73 .. 3.6 .. 3 26.62' 
LA80R 5 623 372.27. 227 .... 5 
OVERHEAD 5 935 55 ...... 3"0.719 
QUA HOURS 9'12 6.237 7.7a8 '.'2' 
LABOR 5 10 •• 07 66,92" 82,8, .. '2.58. 
OVERHEAD S IS ,162 1!i:.l87 12" ,222 1l8.88S 
TEST HOURS 9110 5.3 .... 3.59, 3,52' 
LABOR 5 la,211!: 56,1:59 37,659 37."0' 
OVEf!HEAI'l .. 15.'I2!) ... , ... 90 56."89 55.51 .. 
OTHER HOUPS 392 392 392 
LA8(.ol! 5 7.GS6 7.;:56 7.CS6 
OVERHEAD ,. 7.GS6 7.U56 7.tS6 
ToHL HOURS 52.087 122.3"2 12 ..... 61 63.517 12.'165 
i LABOR 5 7 .. 7.872 1.'177.'1 .... 1.5e'l.'I37 772.868 185,72' 
i 
I OVEPtiEAO 5 778.933 1.739.680 ,.780,"311 '30,977 '.S,7Z' , 
1 
MATERIAL ~ SUBCOh. ''I, ,6e] 5C'1.5112 2'16.356 53.172 
MATERIAL OVERHEAD 1,080 .?St·~7' 12.317 2,65' 
TRAVEL ,,7 .. 9 3.572 3.8Z2 2,,'1;' '''Z 
I OntER a19,908 129.810 107,201 .... 70 .. 6'.3'7 SUBTOTAL EST. COST 1.817,a .. 5 3.1177.167 3.65 ... 571 ,.8 .. 6,523 .... 0. 6 .7 
I G .. A [IIPENSE 211.058 .. 65.260 'I38~5'19 221.583 52.11.5 
TOTAL [STt COST 2.035,2(;3 '1.3'12.'127 'I.e93.120 z.o68,a~6 '1,],5'2 
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n-82 n - .l 
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560 '.02' 5.1.1.' sa .2.7 
7.569 121 ..... 
'.67 .. •• 216 
82.51' 53.022 
12'.77' 79.5" 
1 •• 35 3.6'6 
15,'98 3':001 .. 
73,;.97 58.52; 
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, .. 1. 
Il1o 
CD 
.... ---- .. ,_ .. - .... _-,--_. 
DATE I' HOV 77 PROJECT- PCl PROJECT DESIGN_TO-COST-FACTOR • 0000 rUE I' ~ ~ Las I'''o:iol.~_ TITLE. TKRUST STRUCTURE .~ --.. - --- ..• ----.---- j 
~ 
ELEMENTS OF COST "" ... FY-IZ FY-13 FY - ... FY - IS FY - 16 FY • 17 "Y • •• 
" ----. 'TOTl1.- .... , ,. 
~ 
~N'''. HOURS 1.663 7.255 6,'62 2.7.' .,'6' .. ---- -_ ...... z •• , •• 1 , LABOR S 12' .07' IL8.IOO 100.7S'l '10.513 20,398 3",'"'' ;.! 
OVERHEAD S 12'.0,79 1&8.100 100.75 .. "0.513 20.39. 3 ....... --. i i 
"'G. KOURS I'" 2.IC' 2.1S3 li'3" . 
J L,ABO.R I 1.56' 25.30' 25.706 52.513 OVERHEAO s 2.352 37.',6 .. 38.55. "-'7'j~'- , 
TOOLING HOUIIS •• 567 1.00' 1.576 
, 
% 
LABOII S 13.367 8.607 21.'7" ~ 
" OVERIoEAD S 2~.1i5' '12. '11 32.'61 I 116RA ... OURS 19' 598 1.5as •• 675 3.'" LABOR S 2.135 6."17 16.256 17.973 '12.711 OVERHEAD S 3.203 '.626 2'1.3." 26 •• 60 .... 173 
• TEST HOURS 1B6 I .. J LA80R S 1.951 1,'51 ~ 
OVEIIHEAD S 2 •• 27 2'.'" ~ 1 
OTHEII HOURS • 
LABOR S r 
OVERHEAD S 
TOTAL HOURS '.'62 '.780 12 .C!9S 7.2'17 1.36' - - ,.,Hl 
LABOR S 1l1.21'1 131.'103 150.'26 "'1.192 20,398 SII.1l3 l ovERHEAD S 132.2.2 1'I3.~S6 176.013 106'.e32 20.3.1 "?e7'1 MATERIAL & SUBCON. '17.3 .. 1 '1'1.;.7 11.5 .. 7 8 i.556 ........ 
· MATERIAL OVEIIHEAO 2,'67 2.205 577 .. n "9~J~ 
TRAVEL 
OTHER 16.1 .. 6 21.606 1B .... 5 19.783 15.'26 ·1.· .. ' 
SU'TOTAL EST. COST 32'.357 3112.367 357.5". 21',"1 56.621 1'30 ..... ' 
G 6 A EXPENSE 3'.513 '11.01'1 '12.'06 26.279 6,7'5 156.'17 
TOTAL EST. COST 368.8'0 383.'151 '100.'15'1 2"5.270 63'''17 19 .. 6.,"12 
























onE I' NOV 77 
... 5 I .... '.I!.~ 
ELE"ENTS OF cosT FY - .1 
E"'II. IIGURS '.373 
LA80R I 13'.65. 







e"IIA HOURS 265 
LABO!! I 2,8"3 







TOTAL HOURS '.638 
LABOR S 1'12.501 
OVEAHEAO S 1'13.'23 
"ATERIAL " ~UBCON. '12 .... '1 
"ATERIAL OV[RHEAD 2.125 
TR.~EL 
OTHER ZlltlS' 
suBTOTAL EST. COST 351.202 
Ii " A [XPEN~E .. 2.1 .... 
TOTH EST. COST 393.3 .. 6 
611.110 TOTAL 3'3.'''6 
t'", '~'''' 1_"·' 
PROJECT- PCX PROJECT OESI'N-TO-COST-FACTOR • 0.00 'ASE 20 
TITLE- MAIN SMELL 
fY-az FY - .3 FY - ... FY - •• F' - .6 FY - .7 FY ••• TOTAL 
11.7"0 11.3 .. 8 S.H'6 1.6"0 39.207 
17" .92' .69.085 76~G79 2<i ... ,. ..... U" 
17 .... 2. "'.085 76.07. 2 ..... '6 .. ... 11 .. 
.. ll 6.663 6.7'6 U •• '12 
3.721 60.03" 60 •• 62 12 ... 717 
5.582 .0.051 ....... 3 187.076 
8'''20 ft."2' U .... 3 
71.823 "6,258 I U.O.' 
.&>7.735 6 •• 387 177.122 
79 .. 2.012 2,233 5.30" 
8,520 21.58' 23.'6:' 56,"2 
12.780 32.3B .. 35,'''0 85.36' 
1.122 •• 122 
11.770 11.770 
17.655 17.'15 
22 ... 8' 25 ...... '''.105 1 .... 0 73.3._ 
2713.7'0 296.'66 161 .UC I 2 ..... 36 .95 ..... 
318.678 3.0.9C7 203."'2 2 ..... 36 1.05 •• "06 
".085 23.7 •• 2'1.811 112 ••• ' 
'1.55" •• 190 1.2", '.110 
2'.965 23.07. 2'1,"9 ".82 .. ..... 726 
712,:;"2 705.· .. 1 "15.21" ' •• 696 hIU.-o ••. 
85 ..... 5 8 ... 713 .. '.826 8.2 .... 270.H2 
797 ... 87 790. 6 5'1 ... 5.0"0 76.9"0 2.i23 ... ,7 









OATt •• HOV 77 ~ROJECT- ~C~ ~ROJECT OES1&H-TO-COST-FACTOR • 0000 PAliI 21 
-~ was 10~03010" TITLE- ORBITER INTERFACE STRUCTURES - ----. ----ELI"ENTS OF COST " .. II F, .. IZ n-Il F' - ... F' - .~ F' ... , " - 8" .,.,- .. - -nTAL 
ENGlto HOURS 3."2 6.8.'1 ... 03. 2.008 '12 17.S1+-
LABOR I S9.G3" le2,7U 60,166 29.91. '.11' "0.'" 
~ OVERHEAD I 5',03" 1:l2.72. 60.1610 2'.9 " •. I" 160.'5' ",G. HOURS 118 2.181 10'31 .. ,UO LABOR I 1,1063 1·,651 17.398 31,112 OVERHEAD I 1.595 29."77 2.,097 S"U'---. , TOOL'NG HOURS Zlo'2" al.'27 35.5501 
LABOR I 18 ..... 53 '18.7.7 303.250 
O~ERHEAD I 276.680 178.196 .. 5 ... 17. 
IIUA HOURS 3 .... 0 31Z 3.7U 
LABOR I 36.589 3,3<18 3 •• ':17 
OVERHEAD 5 5'1.88 .. s.e22 st.'O' 
TEST HOUlls 2.8 .. 2 
,,'''' LABOR I 29.813 ' •• 'U 




TOhL HOURS 3,962 3 ... 888 20,'158 3.'3' '12 '3.85' 
\.ABOR I S9.C.3'1 35'1.639 2:; •• 96' .. 7.317 
"'" 
,72.071 
OVERHEAD I 59.03" '181;.6:)0 272.861 56.016 9.11. 871.630 
}, "AT(RIAL " sUstON. 18.380 39.12" 35.52" .9.362 lu.no 
"ATEHIAL OVERHEAD 9.9 1.95. 1.776 ... 50.'.' 
TRAVEL 
~, i OTHER S.C .. O 6.733 5.770 ',175 .. ,"7 28.'., 
I s~bTOTAL EST. COST 1'12'''07 883.QS2 517.·93 129 •• 3. 23.205 1."'.3 •• 
, 
G " " EJI~EUsE l7.t89 1:5.'66 .2 .... 7 '5,581 2.785 103,'" 
--, TOTAL EST. COST 15'.'19' 98'.cll 580.0'10 1'I5.'tI' 250"0 1.8, •• "3 ..,. 
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W85 
EI-E~IENT!O -Of 'CilST 
"ATlRlll- 6 SU8CO~. 
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OTHlR 




PROJECT- PC. PHOJlCT 
TJ TI-E-
FY - 82 f Y - tl3 
· .. ,. .. 
--, .~~~ 
· .;, . .;, ~ ·:..c: 
· ~:':. ·W~O 
o~ ~iQ. 
t'd~ 
<6 ~~ ~ \:". 
~~ ~~ ~~ 
DE5IGN-TU-C05T-,ACTOR • 0000 
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FY - 8 .. FY - 85 FY - I, ,'f - 17 
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Error Code Error 
01 Invalid Transaction Type 
02 Invalid Activity Code 
03 Invalid Rate 
04 Invalid Overhead Rate 
OS Invalid Fis cal Year 
06 Invalid W BS Number 
07 Invalid - Must be 
Numeric 
08 Invalid Year 
09 Invalid WBS Title 
10 Invalid Category 
11 Invalid Percentage 
Factor 
12 Invalid Fee Percentage 
13 Invalid D-T-C Factor 
54 
Correction 
Transaction Type Code must be a 
10,20,30,4;0 or 50. 
Activity code on 20 card must be ENG, 
MFG, TLG, ORA, TST, OTH, MAT or 
GA. 
Labor rate on 20 card must be 
numeric 99v99 (~.e •• 12.50). 
Overhead rate on 20 card must be 
numeric 999v9 (i. e., 130.0). 
Fis cal year 011 50 card must be 
numeric 2 digit (i.e., '77', '78' etc.). 
WBS number on 40 &: 50 card must 
be numeric with decimals (i. e. 1. 5. 2). 
Hours for each category on 50 card 
must be numeric. 
Years on 10 card must be numeric 
4 digits/i. e. 1977, 1978, ect.) 
Title must be present. 
Category on 30 card must be MAT, TRV 
or ODR. 
Percentage factor on 30 card must be 
numeric numeric v999 0. e., 0.020) 
Contractor Fee % on 10 card must be 
numeric 2 digit. 
Design to cost factor on 10 card 
must be ~1umeric 3 digits maximum. 
ex: 105 is 50/0 increase, 














Excessive Type 20 Card 
Duplicate Act Code on 
20 Card 
Duplicate Act code on 
30 Card 
D-qplicate WBS Number 
FY on SO card out of 
range 
Correction 
Only one 10 card allowed. 
Only eight type 20 cards allowed. 
An Activity code can only be used 
once on 20 card. 
An Activity code can only be used 
once on 30 card. 
Duplicate WBB # with same FY 
are not allowed. 
Fiscal year on 50 card does not 




SENSITIVE RUN PROCEDURE 







PROCEDURES FOR PROCESSING SENSITIVE SEB 
JOBS BY COMPUTER SERVICES OFFICE 
The following paragraphs e:oJtablish responsibilities and outline procedures 
for punching of input data and receipt, scheduling, processing, control and 
disposition of computer jobs, program card decks, and printed materials 
which pertain to sensitive SEB information processed through the Computer 
Services Office. 
INPUT 
Input data will be punched and controlled by the requesting activity. 
SCHEDULING COMPUTER TIME 
The office requiring sensitive computer runs must contact Mr. C. L. Cozelos, 
AHZ3, 453-3347, or Mr. J. T. Felder, AH21, 453-3341. An approximate 
"Start Time" will be agreed upon for starting the sensitive run. In the event 
that there is a priority problem, the requesting activity will contact Mr. 
Clayton McGee, or Mr. John D. Gibbons, AH32, 453-4181, for establishment 
of priority and definite "Start Time. " 
DELIVERY TO COMPUTER 
The requester will be responsible for the delivery of all necessary program 
decks, data, and any other material required for processing of sensitive 
material to the U -9300 remote terminal in Building 4610, Room 303. The 
requester is to remain at the remote site until the completion of the sensitive 
run. 
COMPUTER PROCESSING 
The requester, upon arrival at the U -9300 rcnlOte terminal, will inform the 
operator that he has a sensitive run. The operator will place an opaque mask 
over the printer. The operator will rema.in in the rem.ote term.inal room to 
operate the U-9300 and assist the requester. The operator m.ust not handle 
the computer printout or otherwise read any of the sensitive data of information. 
The operator wil! contact the central computer room and arrange to expedite 
execution of the sensitive computer job. The mass storage files L~sed in 
processing of the sensitive run can only be accessed by the requester through 
the use of read and write security keys which are changed by the requester 
for each sensitive run. Upon completion of the job, all m.ass storage files 
58 
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2 
will be cleared by "FASCLR" and the requester is responsible for assuring 
that all input material, printouts, and printer ribbons are removed from 
the terminal area. 
In case of emergency program debugging during a production run of 
sensitive material, contact Mr. Clayton McGee or Mr. John D. Gibbons, 
AH32, 453-4181, who will contact contractor programmer personnel for 
corrective action. All reproduction of sensitive outputs will be the responsi-
bility of the requesting activity. 
Storage and transportation of sensitive information will be the responsibility 
of the requesting activity. 
);td(!rlAf .". 
//JOhn C. Lynn 
'. Director 
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